
Look Beyond Transaction Performance to Optimize Your CICS Applications 

Conventional CICS® performance monitors identify CICS performance issues at the transaction level. However, 

these monitors give little insight into the consumption of CPU, your most expensive and critical resource. 

Inspect-CPU (ICPU) is an innovative, real time CICS monitor that tracks CPU consumption at the program level 

and ranks programs by percentage of total CPU consumed. ICPU implements a unique low-overhead sampling 

approach that can be employed for long periods in a production environment without impacting perfor-

mance—even during peak CPU usage! These extended sampling runs provide new insights into opportunities 

to save CPU resource and improve throughput. 

ICPU delivers an interactive experience that lets users view results even as sampling runs. ICPU is user-friendly,  

integrates easily with the application development lifecycle and is used easily by everyone – from system pro-

grammers to developers – at any time. 

The ICPU Difference 

Conventional CICS sampling products identify performance bottlenecks at the transaction level - bottlenecks 

that can often be eliminated by modifying code. To achieve their objectives, conventional sampling products 

collect a huge amount of performance information using a high-overhead machine instruction trace. Unfortu-

nately, high sampling overhead limits their usefulness in production. They cannot be left running – nor can they 

be used in production during peak hours. As a result, they all share a common shortcoming – their use is typi-

cally limited to postmortem attempts to identify problems. 

When a performance issue occurs in production, a system expert may turn on sampling in the corresponding 

test environment and try to replicate the transaction mix, or perhaps turn on sampling in production during a 

low use period in hopes the problem can be recreated there. After a few minutes, sampling is stopped and a 

batch job is run to generate an analysis. This after-the-fact approach optimistically assumes that the same 

problem will occur again in production during an arbitrary sampling window or that it can be forced to occur in 

test. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. 

ICPU employs a unique sampling approach. Sampling is performed using a low-cost CICS subtask with standard 

low-cost CICS global user exits used to collect CICS service requests and TCB switching statistics. Interim results 

are efficiently stored in memory buffers rather than written to file. In short, ICPU  generates very little over-

head – around two percent regardless of the load on the system.  By virtue of its very low overhead, ICPU can 

be run in production for long periods of time. This unique and very significant capability lends itself to two im-

portant use cases: 

Problem Capture in Real Time: ICPU can be used for real time – as opposed to postmortem – problem identifi-

cation. ICPU can run continuously to identify performance issues in production as they occur – eliminating the 

costly and time-consuming task of trying to recreate them after the fact. ICPU generates alerts based on user 
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defined CPU consumption thresholds, records the offending programs and the offsets within them, matches 

offsets to source listings, and facilitates immediate root cause analysis and optimization. 

Application Survey and Optimization: Conventional sampling products identify performance hot spots at the 

transaction not the program level. However, a poor performing program can consume excessive CPU and cre-

ate erratic response times across several CICS transaction types without creating a single transaction hotspot 

that sets off alarms!  

How do you save CPU cycles and improve overall CICS application behavior when transaction monitoring is not 

helpful? You need to find the programs that inefficiently consume excess CPU and tune them.  ICPU is the only 

sampling product that identifies the programs and the code sequences that monopolize CPU regardless of the 

mix of transactions using the programs. ICPU is the only sampling product that can run for an unlimited time in 

production aggregating CPU consumption numbers across all programs and code slices within them to create a 

‘big picture’ not available with other tools.   

ICPU uncovers hidden CPU savings opportunities for even well-performing applications. Consider, for example, 

a program that runs a million times a day and consumes 10 milliseconds of CPU per run. This adds up to almost 

3 hours of CPU per day. Reducing the CPU time of this program by a third will save one hour of CPU time per 

day, or more than 15,000 minutes per year. At a rate of $12 per CPU minute (insert your own metric), the year-

ly savings can be as much as $180,000. 

Conventional sampling products are cumbersome to use, complex and difficult to understand, and are general-

ly limited in use to system programmers and other experts. ICPU, on the other hand, is an intuitive and easy to 

use solution that can be used daily by all personnel involved in the application lifecycle. Developers can profita-

bly make use of ICPU early in the development process to better the odds that only efficient, well behaved pro-

grams are moved into production. 

The insights provided by ICPU can be used to identify and modify your most inefficient program code resulting 

in saved CPU cycles, improved response times, postponed upgrades and reduced license costs. ICPU is the only 

product that delivers this information, presenting CPU saving opportunities that are otherwise invisible to the 

developers. 

ICPU’s innovative design offers the following features 

1. Real Time – Sampling results are available immediately and can be viewed at any time during the sampling 

run or after. You don’t have to stop sampling to review results, and the view can be refreshed as sampling 

progresses. 

2. Exception Notification – ICPU will alert you to any program that exceeds a predefined CPU usage threshold 

as soon as it occurs, so you can take a corrective action immediately. 

3. Highly Scalable – ICPU can be used by any number of users, in any environment, at any time, for any length 

of time with no impact on the systems being monitored.  

4. User-friendly – ICPU is easy to use and provides meaningful, easy-to-understand results. 

5. Unattended Operation – ICPU can be set up to start automatically when CICS starts or at a scheduled time. 
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6. Source Listing – Matches sampling data directly to COBOL source listings. 

7. Implemented Using Standards – ICPU uses only standard z/OS/CICS interfaces. 

8. Online Help – Available from any screen. 

9. Filtering – By user/transaction/terminal/program. 

10. Check Point – Assures that sampling results are not lost if CICS crashes. 

11. Batch Reports – Can be produced at any time, even while sampling is in progress. 

12. Model Inspections IDs – Any previous Inspection can be used as a model for a new one. 

13. Inline Command – Can be used to start an Inspection from any terminal type. 

14. Dynamic Library Support – For CICS TS 3.2 and above, ICPU supports the dynamic library feature of CICS. 

15. Generic Inspection IDs – A shorthand method of assigning Inspection IDs and referring to them. 

16. CPU Break Down – CPU usage and CICS services break down to the QR TCB and all other TCBs including L8, 

L9 and TCB switching statistics. 

17. Installation Verification Programs - Distributed in source and load formats. Can be used to verify ICPU in-

stallation and to familiarize users with the relative CPU usage of various CICS commands.  

18. Install and Use - A non-SMP/E installation, one load library for all CICS versions, installs in less than an 

hour. 

19. Effective Self-Learning Environment – Users will learn how to develop better, more efficient programs.  

Using ICPU 

Each sampling session is called an ‘Inspection’ and it is identified by a unique ID assigned by the user. Inspec-

tion results are recorded to a VSAM file at user-defined time intervals.  This file serves as a repository for the 

results of the current and all prior Inspections.  You can easily review previous Inspection results as well as 

compare results between two different Inspections – for example before and after program code modification. 

When the user initiates an Inspection, ICPU acquires buffers and begins collecting CPU usage information by 

program and program ‘Slice’ and reports CPU usage in order of decreasing significance. For executable pro-

grams, the size of a Slice is defined by the user, and for Natural, a Slice is one Natural statement.  

During an Inspection, ICPU samples CICS at user-defined time intervals. At the beginning of each interval ICPU 

executes a ‘Sampling Event’ that identifies the application program and the component using the CPU, be it 

the application program itself or a service performed on behalf of the application, such as a CICS command, a 

SQL statement, or another system service, performed, for example, by Language Environment.   

There are two types of Inspections: a ‘Regular Inspection’ and an ‘Exception Inspection’. For Regular Inspec-

tions, ICPU samples CICS continuously for as long as is desired and the sampling results are available at any 

point in time. For Exception Inspection sampling runs, ICPU checks for exceptions at each Sampling Event. An 

Exception Event is raised when the CPU use of any program exceeds the user-defined CPU threshold during the 

just ended interval. When an Exception Event is raised, ICPU will record the event and generate alerts. 

ICPU includes a set of Installation Verification and Demo programs that can be used to both verify ICPU instal-

lation and familiarize users as to the relative CPU consumption of various CICS commands. 
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ICPU is a user-friendly, main menu, PFKey driven system. ICPU operation includes the following options: 

• Start Inspection – Used to start an Inspection and set the run time, slice size, and other Inspection parame-

ters. 

• Start Exception Inspection - Used to start an Exception Inspection and set the exception CPU threshold and 

check interval and other Inspection parameters 

• Inspections List – Used to display the sampling results of a list of Inspections each one with its highest CPU 

usage program and slice. 

• Inspection Inquiry – Used to display the results of any Inspection, whether active or on file. 

• Terminate Inspection – used to terminate an active Inspection and record the Inspection results. 

• Delete Inspection – used to delete an Inspection from the ICPU file. 

• Customization – used to define system parameters, such as Slice Size, Sample Interval, and Run Time. 

• Set Password – used to set ICPU passwords.  

A picture is worth a thousand words. The following three ICPU screens illustrate ease of use. 

Inspections List Screen 

The Inspections List screen below shows previously executed Inspections by date. Each Inspection on the list 

highlights the program and the slice within that program using the highest CPU during that Inspection. From 

this list you can select a specific Inspection and drill down for the full sampling results.   
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When the drill down is on a Regular Inspection, the Inspection Results Summary screen is displayed (1st of the 

two screens below). When the drill down is on an Exception Inspection, the Exception Results Summary screen 

is shown (2nd of the two screens below). There are similarities and differences between the two as we will see. 

Inspection Results Summary Screen 

When drilling down in on a Regular Inspection, the Inspection Results Summary screen is displayed. The screen 

lists programs in descending order by CPU usage, and for each program, a list of slices, in descending order by 

CPU usage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Four programs are visible in the list above. To see additional programs in the list the user hits the PF5 key to 

move forward.  The “Totals” line at the bottom of the list of programs give the total CPU breakdown for the 

Inspection across all programs including those not currently visible in the list. In our example above, the Totals 

line shows that across all programs executing during the Inspection, 29.7% of the CPU time was used by appli-

cation code, 43.9% was used by CICS and 26.4% was attributed to other services.  

The CICS services breakdown line (the line above the list of programs) shows that 85.9% of the services were 

DB2 requests, and 4.2% of the services were CICS Assign commands. Examining the Natural nucleus program 

NATNUC01 (first line in the list of programs), we see that the application code used 4.3% of the CPU time, CICS 

modules servicing application requests used 15.2% of the CPU time, and other system services, such as Lan-

gauge Environment, used 4.7% of the CPU time. The Natural statement “2010” used 12.3% of the CPU time 

used by NATAPP01. 
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Exception Results Summary Screen 

When the drill down is on an Exception Inspection, the Exception Results Summary screen is shown. Just as 

with our Inspection Results Summary, the Exception Results Summary screen lists programs in descending or-

der by CPU usage, and for each program, a list of slices, in descending order by CPU usage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This example above shows that during the 60 seconds exception Check Interval ended at 09.24.47, the program 

NATNUC01 was using 68.7% (24.6% + 24.5% + 19.6%) of the CPU used by all applications, which exceeds the 

65% threshold set for this Inspection.   

When an exception occurs ICPU invokes a transaction which notifies about the event as soon as it occurs. This 

feature is completely customizable and can be modified to any desired user logic. The supplied program writes 

the three-line message below: 
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Summary 

By virtue of its ease of use and low overhead, ICPU can be used to identify CPU consumption issues in your CICS 

applications across all phases of the application lifecycle - from development through production. A system 

with tuned applications is more stable, causes fewer problems and can help delay expensive capacity upgrades. 

Of course, upgrading your CPU can solve CPU related performance problems, but with ICPU you can postpone 

CPU upgrades, reduce costs and improve response time and overall performance. 

ICPU can be installed in less than an hour; it uses standard CICS and MVS services and is available for all ver-

sions of CICS TS. 

Tuning CICS is most often accomplished by trading off resources. With ICPU you are in a win-win situation – you 

can improve the efficiency of your online applications without giving up anything. 
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